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Newsletter September 2020 

 

Hello and Welcome! Here we are at the end of September and the summery weather is starting to 

creep in – lets hope we start to see some of this much talked about rain over the next few months.  

At our August meeting, the AGM was held with most positions either filled or temporarily filled. Maureen 

Schmidt put her hand up to temporarily fill the Presidents role and will be keeping the seat warm until an 

official decision is made at our September meeting. 

We would like to THANK Trevor for his hard work as President of BOGI and for sharing his knowledge with 

all of us, and although he may be stepping aside from the ‘top job’, we won’t let him stray too far.  

 

  

Here is a picture of Austin kindly 

acknowledging Trevors time as 

president, taken at the last meeting.   

CLUB MEETING  

Time: Doors open 6.30 pm  
For a 7 pm start 

Venue: McNaught Hall  
(Uniting Church hall)  

Corner Barolin and Electra Street, Bundaberg 
 

Attendance $3-member, $5 visitor, Tea Coffee avail  

Tuesday 29th September 

Speaker:  Dion From Hellfire Global Hot 
Chilli 

As always, we will have the BOGI  
 
~Library ~Shop  
~Info sheets ~Buy & Sell 
~Seeds ~Workshop registration   
~Lucky Draw  ~Photos from workshops 
~Freebies    

 

file:///F:/data/documents/BOGI%20Files/Newsletters%202020/7.%20July%202020/newsletter.bundyorgard@gmail.com
file:///F:/data/documents/BOGI%20Files/Newsletters%202020/7.%20July%202020/secretary.bundyorgard@gmail.com
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A message from Maureen Schmidt – Acting President 

Trying to step into the shoes of such an experienced, hardworking and dedicated President is not an easy 

task. Trevor has been an exceptional President and I know we all share in thanking him for everything he 

has done and will continue to do to make the Club as active, supportive and inclusive as possible.  

 

I have just returned from a 2 week bicycle trip in the South Burnett, cycling and camping from Yarraman 

through to just outside Ipswich.  I thoroughly recommend the trip to anyone who has a little bit of fitness, 

a love of camping and a mountain bike that allows you to get up and down slight inclines.  You don't need 

all the Lycra and the $2,000 bike - my bike came from an Opp. shop.  

 

The cycle path is called the Brisbane Valley Rail Trail so ask me or Mr. Google about it if you are 

interested.  The countryside, people and camps (many are free camps) are wonderful.  It is warming up so 

do it soon.  

 

Thanks to everyone else who works behind the scenes to keep the Club ticking over.  Those selfless people 

know who I am talking about.  See you at the next Meeting, Maureen 

 

More from the August meeting…  

We have seen a steady interest from new members this year, and welcomed aboard Marlene and Malcolm 

Fuller as well as Chris Jensen as new members.  

Lenzie Duffy impressed all of us with his home-grown goods and bought in some Jerusalem Artichoke, 3 

types of passionfruit and Blue Basil as a part of the veggie challenge. Jerusalem artichoke is different to the 

more commonly known Globe artichoke in that it grows to look like a sunflower, and then we eat the 

tubers from underground – that is why I have also discovered it can be called a ‘Sunchoke’.  I was lucky 

enough to take one home to cook and popped it in with our Fathers Day roast veggies. It had a very nice 

chewy texture and is said to be high in potassium and can help to lower blood pressure.  

In our open forum we discussed garden pests and problems and how to overcome them. One remedy 

given for Powdery Mildew was a 3 /1 Water and Milk spray with one drop of dishwashing liquid added (as 

long as you are using a fairly natural liquid). Spray this solution over all of the affected foliage as needed.  

At our September meeting we would like you to SHOW US YOUR WORST, LET US KNOW ALL ABOUT THE 

PROBLEMS YOU ARE HAVING IN YOUR GARDEN. If you have poorly formed fruit, discoloured fruit, 

blossom end rot, bugs etc. Catch them in a jar, or bring in a sample. It can be a better way to discuss as we 

can see the issue rather than guessing what the problem is by description. Maybe we can set up another 

table next to the veggie challenge area so we can see the REAL veggie challenges.  

The Committee are hoping to hold a Christmas Party at the end of November – this has not been 

confirmed yet, but just a note to say it is in the planning stages and there will be a Christmas Raffle. The 

prizes so far will be a Ryobi Electric Mulcher.  It's 2400W, 55L capacity, bin locks for safety and you can turn 

the dial to sharpen the blade, the other prize is a Can of Worms Worm Farm. Both of these have been 

donated to the club.  
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Workshops and Garden Visits   

Attending workshops is a great way to share enthusiasm with other club members and learn a new skill.  
Have you got a secret garden or skill to share with others? Book your spot by phoning the numbers below or 
add your name to the list at the next meeting. 
 

What:    A Visit to Capricorn Regenerative Farm – Matthew & Sally Cathcart 
When:     Sunday 4th October  Noon 
Where:  Capricorn Regenerative Farm, South Kolan 
 

Many of us would know Matt and Sally either through the club, Matt spoke to us last year, or have seen 

them at the Shalom Markets on a Sunday morning. We meet at 12 PM and have lunch before we visit the 

garden and animals. Bring your own lunch and chair. Hot water will be available  

For more information or to book contact Matt  0497 683 815         or   Trevor  0417 196 315 

 

What:    Garden Visit to Burnett Heads  
When:     Sunday 25th October  10am 
Where:  Pam Biden and Lyn McIlwain Gardens  

Meet at 10 am at Pam's Place  
For info  Pam 4159 4223,  Lyn  0438 028 246 
BYO chair and lunch and no doubt we can find a shady tree. 
 

 
What:    Grafting Workshop 
When:     Sunday 15th November   
Where:  Rose & Michael’s property on the town side of Sharon.  

Lenzie will be demonstrating and participants will be grafting so bring your grafting knife and potted plants 

to graft. 

 

David Jacq is offering to hold another recycled pallet furniture building workshop for anyone interested. 

Numbers will be limited. Please let Trevor know.  

 

Three types of passionfruit as brought 

in to our last meeting from Lenzie.  

The Hawaiian Red 

Panama Gold and  

Lilikoi – this was the one we saw with 

the beautiful Purple Flower.  
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Field Trip and Garden visit reports. 

VISIT TO GARDEN OF LINDA CAMERON : SUNDAY 13TH SEPTEMBER 

Ten members visited the garden of Linda Cameron, who lives at Isis River, about 8 km  south of Childers. Linda 

moved here 34 yrs ago as a family with two small children after building a house. Then, there was only one 

telephone in the area, up a pole in her yard. Starting from scratch was the challenge of converting a hectare of grass 

surrounded by thick bushland into a habitable, organic, maze of Decorative plants and creative planting, Bromeliads, 

Palms, Cactus, Gingers, Vegetables and a Tropical Orchard. This was achieved by layering newspaper and mulch. 

                

The Arch of Peace / Note the interesting potplants used 

Now her 2 sons and grandchildren share the property. Water is pumped from the Isis River and a rain 

catchment area dug to feed a dam. Linda has made use of recycling old tyres and timber to develop the 

garden structure. Not long after we arrive, we have morning tea set up at a table right near a giant cactus. 

Later we meander around the garden viewing the vegie garden with its abundance of greens, brassicas, 

tomatoes and herbs. Her son looks after this We then discover an old shed which houses Guinea Pigs, 

which Linda breeds, with new accommodation going up next to it. The chooks wander and roosts where 

they like and the large dog is very friendly, but you need to keep away from his belting wagging tail!! 

Shading the garden is a large stand of bamboo. After 

about half an hour it begins to rain, and we all seek 

refuge under one of the sheds, that everyone has, full 

of all our garden needs. This is a pleasant opportunity 

for us all to chat and find out more about Linda’s plans 

for the future. The rain, though generous, is short lived 

so we take the opportunity to continue our day to 

Maryborough Community Gardens.  

The Vegetable Garden 
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Above L>R: Large Cactus and causeway that runs into the dam, Stand of Bamboo, Water catchment, watering 

system. 

 

Visit to Maryborough Community Garden Sunday 13 September  

This garden is the Lupton Park Community Garden in Maryborough. We took the rain with us. We arrived 

just before lunch in the rain. The centre has a covered meeting area well provided with tea and coffee and 

eating facilities and it is there we ate our lunch and met a group of very enthusiastic volunteers who 

showed us around. About an hour later the rain eased and we looked around the well maintained and very 

well grown gardens. There are about 20 beds featuring some vegetables, greens, flowers and native food 

plants.  The beds are colourful and decorated with many artefacts and humorous plaques. There is quite a 

large fruit orchard on one side and a compost area with three separated bins for stages of composting. 

Another covered area houses a propagation and potting shed. There are many greens available for club 

members to tempt their taste buds. The plants FOR SALE table and raffle were well supported.  

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting shed where we had lunch 

The club follows a moon calendar planting program. This was organised by the garden manager who 

improved methods after the garden had deteriorated. The garden has been in operation for about 7 years. 

Volunteers meet twice a week and learn and share gardening skills. There is fresh picked garden produce 

to take home and give away. Most of the beds are communal, but there are some available for hire and 

one for disability use. The main goal of the garden is a place where people of all ages can meet, share their 

experiences and learn new skills. We did too. 
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Above Right: Composting Bins Below Right: An indigenous volunteer Explaining local herbs. 

 

                             

        

 

 

 

 

 

What’s Happening In our Members Back Yards?  

Tale of Woe – from Joan Smart 

 

I should be ashamed to call myself a gardener, especially an organic gardener, after the way I have allowed 

my vegetable garden to fall back into a state of neglect! In March I had a rush of blood and in keeping with 

the general thinking of the pandemic I bought packets of seeds and bundles of seedlings, emptied lush 

compost onto raised beds and patted myself on the back with my amazing looking garden. 

Then it rained and for a few days I didn’t have to hose the garden and other things took priority over my 

vegetables. In my lethargic state I would look at the drooping leaves and think “I must water you.....later!! 

“ 

Thankfully I have seen the error of my ways and I am Seasoling and fertilizing to my heart’s content so that 

in a few weeks, before the summer season arrives, I will have vegetables to harvest! 
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What’s Happening In our Members Back Yards?  

While this section is generally for our backyard as in our place of residence, this submission is still very 

much in our own backyards.  We can thank Peter Van Beek and his team for putting together the following 

information. Please follow the links and share within your friends and family groups wherever possible.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hi All, 

This threat to our best farmland in Bundaberg still 

exists.  

Similar threats to our most valuable farming, 

conservation, cultural and recreational areas exist 

throughout all of Queensland. 

The act that allows this destruction needs to be 

changed to protect our most precious assets: our 

land and water. 

Please help us to put pressure on all politicians by 

doing the following:  

 

• look at a 56 second video Anna Hitchcock and I made (voice over by Anna’s 
son)  https://youtu.be/30bpu66AGEA  

           or for Facebook aficionados 
https://www.facebook.com/pg/CoalFreeWBBB/posts/  

• sign the petition 
at  https://www.plantogrow.org.au/protect?utm_campaign=plan_to_grow_pe
tition_qld&utm_medium=email&utm_source=lockthegate  

• pass this message on to all your contacts by whatever social media you use. 

  

Let us keep Bundaberg and all of Queensland a healthy and beautiful place to live, not only 
for us, but for generations to come. 

 Cheers, 

 Peter Van Beek 

 

 

https://youtu.be/30bpu66AGEA
https://www.facebook.com/pg/CoalFreeWBBB/posts/
https://www.plantogrow.org.au/protect?utm_campaign=plan_to_grow_petition_qld&utm_medium=email&utm_source=lockthegate
https://www.plantogrow.org.au/protect?utm_campaign=plan_to_grow_petition_qld&utm_medium=email&utm_source=lockthegate
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Member visit –  

Trevor and I invited ourselves to visit new members garden Chris Jensen – the funny part of this for me was 
upon finding out his address I realised that Olive and I ride past there a few times a week and always 
comment on how much we love the garden and see what we can spot growing – how nice to be allowed 
on the other side of the fence! Chris’ place was rambling with food from the moment we stepped in to the 
drive way. Many plants had self-seeded and grown themselves after previous years plantings. It was a real 
treasure hunt, as we ate our way around the garden. Photos are L > R Chris uses Pigeon Peas for multiple 
uses such as creating shade, and also creating structures., a picture of what is going on throughout the 
entire garden, multiple plantings and bugs doing their work. This nasturtium was growing up to the 
hibiscus with ladybeetles taking care of any pests. And lastly a native raspberry, almost ready for picking.  

Thanks for having us at your place Chris and showing us through your garden. Cathy 

 

 

 

                                                          

 Last Month Kay De Gunst shared a picture of her many chokos growing at home. This month she has kindly 
shared many recipes and ideas on how to  use them 

 

The prizes on offer 

so far as a part of 

our Christmas 

Raffle, to be drawn 

at the BOGI 

Christmas Party.  
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What to do with Chokos 

 Cut the Choko in half and remove the seed.  Some people eat the seeds and they have a nutty flavour.  If boiling 
or steaming, leave the skin on to retain the flavour; cook for about 15-20 minutes or until tender.   Small chokos, 
under 5 cm, don't need to be peeled and can be sliced and used in stir fries. 

 Choko Chutney 

750g chokos, 3 medium onions, ¼ cup salt, water, 1 tsp curry powder, ½ cup cornflour, 600ml brown malt vinegar, 
500g brown sugar, 1 tsp turmeric, 1 tsp dry mustard, ¼ tsp ground ginger. 

 Peel  onions and chokos.   Chop into small pieces.   Place in large bowl, sprinkle with salt, cover with water – then 
cover the bowl and leave overnight.    Next day drain vegetables and rinse in cold water.   Put 450ml vinegar and 
the sugar in a large pan and stir until sugar is dissolved, then bring to the boil.   Add the vegetables.   Bring back 
to boiling point.   Mix all the dry ingredients to a paste with the remaining vinegar.   Add this to the vegetable 
mixture gradually and stir constantly until the mixture comes to the boil and thickens.    Reduce heat and simmer 
for 10 minutes.    Pour into sterilised jars - bottle and seal.    Makes quite a lot. 

Choko Pickle  

6 medium Chokos, 2 large Onions, 3 cups Sugar, 1 medium tin crushed pineapple, 2 Tbsp. Salt, 2 Tbsp. Turmeric, 
3 Tbsp. Mustard, Vinegar, 1 ¼ cups Flour. 

 Peel chokos, cut up fine or mince.   Add chopped onions.   Sprinkle sugar over and stand a while.  If liquid forms, 
drain off, but keep in case it is needed later.     Add pineapple, salt, turmeric and mustard with vinegar to almost 
cover.   Boil slowly for 1 hour.   Remove about 3 cups vinegar and set aside to cool.       Mix the vinegar with the 
flour and pour slowly back into the pot while stirring to thicken the pickle, adding other liquid if needed.     Bottle 
while hot and seal with wax when cold. 

 For a quick soup:     

Fry an onion in a Tbsp of coconut oil and Indian curry seasonings, cumin, turmeric and ginger.  Add diced choko, 
and diced sweet potato and boil.  Blend together for a beaut nourishing soup.   Add some yogurt or cream for 
extra richness. 

 Stir Fried Choko 

3 chokos, 2 Tbsp. olive oil, 1 tsp. crushed garlic, 2 Tbsp. balsamic vinegar, ¼ cup parsley. Peel and chop 
chokos.   Heat oil in frying pan.    Add chokos – cook until golden then add garlic, balsamic vinegar and parsley. 

 Chop peeled  chokos  and stir-fry with sliced carrots, snow peas, baby corn and a splash of soy and oyster 
sauce.     Or use chokos in place of apples in a favourite recipe.  Saute peeled choko and potato chunks in a little 
olive oil with chopped bacon until vegetables are tender and bacon is crisp.  Serve scattered with chopped 
oregano.  Bake peeled, seeded and sliced chokos with your roast vegies. 

 Choko Pears: 

Peel, quarter and de-seed 4 medium-sized chokos so that they resemble freshly cut pears.  Dissolve 3 cups sugar 
in 1 litre water.  Add a dash of lemon juice and a few drops of cochineal and some vanilla essence.  Place the 
prepared chokos in the syrup and poach for 30 minutes or until tender.  The cochineal gives the choko an 
attractive pinkish tinge while the lemon juice and vanilla removes anuy vegetable taste.  Serve warm or cold with 
custard.  Tricks kids.  
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Teaming with Microbes OR Teeming with Microbes 

The spelling of teeming or teaming can give two very different meanings of the topic. Teeming would indicate 

working with lots of microbes in the soil. Teaming would indicate working with them. 

Practices such as removing ground cover, using chemicals and harsh fertilizers and leaving the soil bare without 

plants is not working with microbes. That would be destroying their homes, switching off the air conditioning and 

heaters and reducing the food available. 

We need to keep plants growing in the soil. When plants take sunlight and combine with carbon dioxide from the air 

and make plant sugars these are used for growth and about half is used below ground to grow roots and exuded 

from the roots to feed and encourage the soil biology. Early in a plants life it produces small amounts of sugars and a 

large proportion is used to grow leaves and roots. When the plant is large, it produces larger amounts of sugars and 

a higher proportion is exuded to the soil biology. This is how nature moves carbon into the soil. 

In the soil, the fungi (as part of the soil biology) have two important roles. The first is to respond to root exudates 

and assist the plant obtaining minerals and water. Secondly, to continually reprocess plant material (or carbon in the 

soil) and convert a proportion into stable long-term soil carbon. This key process requires more fungi than bacteria. 

There is constant respiration of sugars or carbon compounds in the soil. Carbon is always being lost from the soil at a 

low rate. Dead plant material is recycled this way.  

In nature, there is a balance. The plant is taking carbon from the air and the soil gradually returning same. If we 

break the cycle by NOT growing plants or harm the soil biology then carbon is not added to the soil at the same rate. 

If we cultivate the soil then the rate of loss from the soil is increased. The relative rates of increase or decrease will 

determine the balance of carbon in the soil. 

In our gardens we need to :  minimise cultivation 

    keep plants growing all seasons 

    keep the soil covered with mulches 

    avoid chemicals and harsh fertilizers 

    use seaweed and fish to encourage fungi 

This will be creating conditions for soil biology and the gradual building of soil carbon. 

Botanical Gardens Report   

This month the sandpaper vine Petrea volubilis behind Café 1928 is in fine form with its stunning blues and 
purples, it’s amazing how much cooler it is when you stand under the archway of tangled roots. 

 The Brisbane Golden Wattles Acacia fimbriata opposite the Chinese Gardens put on a lovely show of fluffy 
buttery yellow flowers, they are still hanging on but are decidedly browner now. The native bees enjoyed 
these small flowers and I spotted a praying mantis egg sac amongst them and mean to go back and check 
on this. We used this species to celebrate the start of spring as well as National Wattle Day on 1 September 
on social media, and had an information board next to them for our garden walkers to enjoy. 

 Melaleuca linarifolia and Melaleuca viminalis are in flower, their soft snow whites and vibrant reds 
respectively add beautiful colour at this time of year. 
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 The Cassia Pea (pictured) or Leichardt bean Cassia brewsterii has started to flower and is always a show 
stopper when in full bloom. You can spot this one just before the exit gate onto Thornton Street on the left 
hand side, opposite Fairymead House. There is also a specimen at the nature playground. The way the 
flowers hang down always remind me of long bunches of grapes. 

  

 

  

Other plants in flowers include Crow’s Ash Flindersia australis and the Native Gardenia Artocarpus fitzalanii 
is coming into flower. 

 We expect to see much more in flower and fruit over the next few weeks, so it’s definitely worth your 
while to take the time to walk through as much as you can of the Gardens as there are little bits of magic 
everywhere. 

 Facebook Page 

Did you know that we have a Facebook page? Search for “Bundaberg Botanic Gardens”, we would love you 
to like the page. 

 Work being undertaken 

If you’ve seen some work being undertaken next to the Chinese Gardens and are wondering what this is, 
the team are working on improving the connectivity in the Gardens. A new bridge will connect the 
footpath from Thornhill Street to the newly refurbished Woodworkers Guild (there are new paths in here 
as well as a table/seat and carpark) and a creek is being developed next to the Chinese Gardens to add to 
the aesthetics of the area. 

Who remembers the fate of the fig tree in the fruit forest at the Botanical Gardens? It had such a severe 
haircut I wasn’t sure how it would come back from but lo and behold it is now showing signs of new life 
and growing in all the right directions.  
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14 June pruning day 

 

Call in to the Hinkler Hall of Aviation to collect the new Garden kids activity sheet we’re trialling for our 

younger visitors. 

 

  

 

  Seed Bank  

 

Our seed bank currently contains    Dill, Loofah, Bok Choy, Black Pumpkin, Cos lettuce, Lucerne or alfalfa, 

Spinach (tall),Lemon grass, Jicama yam, mini capsicum, large radish, Parsley, Desert Rose, Marigold, Dwarf 

snake bean, watermelon, Gerbera, Egyptian spinach, Moringa, Desert Rose, pawpaw, rockmelon, jalapeno 

capsicum.   

Would you like to grow some of these or do you have seeds to add? Then contact Trevor 0417196315 

Handy Information 

❖ Club Members Matthew & Sally Cathcart are selling their produce at Shalom Markets on Sundays. 
❖ Buy organic seeds locally at Woodgate, Claudia and Charlie who have a business  

Simply Organic Farming@gmail.com 0407699283.  
 

❖ Local honey suppliers 
Bundy Honey, 5 Banks Court, Bargara 0438 882 220 Bundy Honey, 89 Honors Rd, Bundaberg 0409 
921 600 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10 September showing shoots 
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Foods with phytonutrients: an interesting article on foods packed with phytonutrients. Don’t kick 

the coffee habit just yet. Read more via the link below.  
 

Herbs and spices 

 

Cloves, star anise, ginger, cinnamon, oregano, celery seed, sage, rosemary, 

thyme, basil, parsley, marjoram, peppermint, spearmint, cumin, caraway. 

Fruit 

 

Blueberries, blackberries, strawberries, raspberries, grapes, cherries, 

plums, apple, prunes, peaches, apricots, nectarines, pears, quince, bananas, 

pomegranate. 

Vegetables 

 

Black and green olives, globe artichokes, red and brown onions, shallots, 

spinach, broccoli, asparagus, potato, endive, lettuce, carrot, beans, 

cauliflower, pumpkin, tomato, capsicum. 

Other foods 

 

Flaxseed, walnut, hazelnut, pecan, almonds, soy products, wholegrain 

wheat or rye flours, cocoa powder, chocolate, extra virgin olive oil, 

rapeseed oil. 

Beverages 

 

Coffee, black and green tea, beer, red and white wine, pomegranate juice, 

grapefruit juice and orange juice. 

 

https://theconversation.com/phytonutrients-can-boost-your-health-here-are-4-and-where-to-find-them-including-

in-your-next-cup-of-coffee-132100 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://theconversation.com/phytonutrients-can-boost-your-health-here-are-4-and-where-to-find-them-including-in-your-next-cup-of-coffee-132100
https://theconversation.com/phytonutrients-can-boost-your-health-here-are-4-and-where-to-find-them-including-in-your-next-cup-of-coffee-132100
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BOGI SHOP 
Products available are:  

• Liquid Lime  

• Liquid Kelp  

• Liquid Fish  

• Mineral Granules 

• Microlife  

• Organibor and  

• Katex Organic Super Growth.  
  
They are available for sale at our meetings, 
but please contact  
Bruce McKay on 41544405 for collection 
from his address in Walkervale.  

This is the official monthly newsletter published by and distributed to the members of Bundaberg Organic Gardeners 

Inc.  Whilst every effort is made to publish accurate information, the Club accepts no responsibility for statements 

made or opinions expressed, or any consequence arising from them. For further information, contact the Secretary. 

Deadline for October Newsletter 

Please send through information to the editor by 

the second Friday of each month. 

We would love FEEDBACK from club members on 

anything and everything. 

Tell us about your success and your failures in the 

garden and help others learn along the way. 

Let us know about community events or what’s up 

and coming in the area. 

To include notices and details of Club activities 

email: newsletter.bundyorgard@gmail.com 

Or ph Cathy 0403 430 969  

 

Please send through articles at any time, if they 

miss one newsletter, they will make the next. 

 

 


